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TRB ISFO 2023: Technical Tours

You wanna experience first-hand how the most modern traffic management systems work,
see the latest technologies in the field of C-ITS, try out the takeover between manual and
automates driving on a modeled highway or visit the demo day of the European SHOW

project? Then you can not miss the technical tours of the TRB ISFO 2023!

register now
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Kapsch TrafficCom @ TRB
ISFO 2023

Carolin Treichl, Executive Vice President EMENA
Region at Kapsch TrafficCom, sees the progress of
traffic management in the cross-stakeholder dialog. For
her, congestions and the associated emissions are one
of the things that must be dealt with first. Find out which
influence data has on our day-to-day life in our news
article.

to the interview
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Yunex Traffic @ TRB ISFO
2023

Yunex Traffic is aware of the impact that traffic
management has on traffic-related environmental
pollution and the quality of living in a city. This is why
they support an event that brings experts from the traffic
ecosystem together to discuss future-proof solutions.
Read our interview with Dr. Karin Kraschl-Hirschmann,
Head of System Engineering and Innovation, to learn
more about the potentials and challenges she sees in
traffic management.

to the interview
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Second ASECAP
Sustainability Forum coming
to Vienna

How can we reach the sustainability aims and ensure
the resilience of the road infrastructure? What does it
take to get our infrastructure ready for the new
challenges? Those and other questions will be
addressed at this year's ASECAP sustainability forum -
register now to find out more about the plans of
motorway operators regarding a sustainable road
transport infrastructure.

register now

https://www.austriatech.at/en/yunex-traffic-trb-isfo-2023-finding-solutions-and-unlocking-potential/
https://www.austriatech.at/en/yunex-traffic-trb-isfo-2023-finding-solutions-and-unlocking-potential/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf5bCCa-lkGZkPzfMECFnH4A1qCrGFwUhmXoeFIu76M66oCMA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf5bCCa-lkGZkPzfMECFnH4A1qCrGFwUhmXoeFIu76M66oCMA/viewform
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AustriaTech @ TRB ISFO 2023

AustriaTech has organized a number of workshops as
part of this event, focusing on various key topics and
offering a comprehensive approach to the mobility of the
future. Solutions for UVAR, slot management,
emergency management, C-ITS and logistics will be
discussed here.

find out more
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Networking Dinner

At 27 June TRB ISFO participants can join a networking
dinner at Luftburg. This restaurant does not
only serve everything from traditional Viennese cuisine
to vegan dishes in 100% organic quality but is also
located in the world famous “Wiener Prater” 
amusement park. Register now and join experts in the
field of traffic management from all over the world!

register now
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Planning Tips

To ensure that you can fully enjoy the symposium and avoid stress during your
time in Austria, we have compiled some tips for your TRB ISFO 2023 trip.

go to tips
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